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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined
part differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.
Question 1. A. bride

B. oblige

C. kindergarten

D. primary

Question 2. A. marbles

B. classes

C. teaches

D. changes

Mark the letter A, B, C, or on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the
other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.
Question 3. A. lucky

B. simply

C. lively

D. reply

Question 4. A. diversity

B. academic

C. effectiveness

D. communicate

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of
the following questions.
Question 5. I feel very tired. I________ in the garden for the last two hours.
A. have been working

B. worked

C. had worked

D. had been working

Question 6. On the battle field _________.
A. did the tanks lie

B. lay the tanks

C. the tanks lay

D. lied the tanks

Question 7. Thanks to the ________ weather conditions, Vietnam owns plentiful kinds of
fruits and vegetables.
A. favorable

B. favored

C. favorite

D. favor

Question 8. In order to ____ others‟ attention, we can use either verbal or non-veral form of
communication.
A. give

B. focus

C. pay

D. draw

Question 9. If you want a house in London, you have to pay the _____________ for it.
A. star

B. earth

C. sun

D. planet

Question 10. David was deported on account of his expired visa. He_________ it renewed.
A. must have had

B. should have had

C. needn‟t have had

D. mightn‟t have had

Question 11. The man ______ next to me kept talking during the film, ______ really
annoyed me.
A. having sat/that

B. sitting/which

C. to sit/what

D. sitting/who

Question 12. Project-based learning provides wonderful opportunities for students to develop
their_________.
A. creative

B. creativity

C. create

D. creatively

Question 13. I‟ve applied for the job I saw ______ in the newspaper last month.
A. advertised

B. advertising

C. be advertised

D. being advertised

Question 14. ____________the two sisters, Mary is ____________ .
A. Of/ the prettier

B. Between/ the prettiest

C. Of/ prettier

D. Between/ the prettier

Question 15. The doctor insisted that his patient _____________.
A. he did not work too hard for three months
B. take it easy for three months
C. takes it easy for three months
D. could take some vacations for three months
Question 16. I was _______ the impression that I had paid you ______ the work you did
_______ me.
A. on ... for ...for

B. under ... for ... for

C. under ... on ... for

D. under ... for ... with

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to
complete each of the following exchanges.
Question 17. Bill: Do you have a minute, please? Ben: _____________

A. Well, it is not as good as I think.
B. Sorry. I left my watch home.
C. That‟s just fantastic .
D. Yes, but you should be brief.
Question 18. “I am very much obliged to you for helping my family” -“ _____________ ”
A. My pleasure

B. That‟s all right

C. You‟re welcome

D. A and C are correct

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that
needs correction in each of the following questions.
Question 19. He invited 20 people to his birthday party, some of whom are his formal
A

B

C

D

classmates.
Question 20. In a restaurant, if we want to call the waiter, we cand raise our hand and wave it
A

B

slight to signal that we need assistance.
C

D

Question 21. The team leader demanded from his team members a serious
A

B

attitude towards work, good team spirit, and that they work hard.
C

D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in
meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 22. Linda is very outgoing, however, her brother is quite reserved.
A. open

B. sociable

C. easygoing

D. shy

Question 23. People of diverse background now go to different places for pleasure, business
or education.
A. distinctive

B. different

C. isolated

D. distant

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in
meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 24. This boy is poorly-educated and doesn't know how to behave properly.
A. uneducated

B. knowledgeable

C. ignorant

D. rude

Question 25. A lot of people think that Angelina Jolie is really hot.
A. beautiful

B. cool

C. unattractive

D. memorable

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer
to each of the questions.
ARE YOU A HEARTBROKEN TEENAGER?
If you‟ve been let down by a boyfriend or a girlfriend, you‟re probably hurting. It‟s not
stupid or childish to feel like this.
Your boyfriend or girlfriend has told you they don‟t want to go out with you anymore.
You feel rejected, alone, unwanted and miserable. You had thought that this relationship
would last forever and now it‟s over. Let‟s be honest –it‟s a terrible feeling. Maybe the worst
feeling you‟ve ever felt. Perhaps you feel that life‟s not worth living and you‟ll never get
over it. You probably feel that no-one has ever left this way before
It may sound impossible now, but you‟ll get over it. It just takes time. And you‟re not
alone – almost everyone goes through this at some point in their life. It‟s an important part of
growing up and actually makes us stronger. What you mustn‟t do is think that you‟ve failed.
Remember: relationships aren‟t like exams.
If a friend came between you and your boyfriend or girlfriend and helped cause the
relationship to end, you‟ll be dealing with feelings of betrayal as well. If your parents or
friends disapproved of your relationship, you might also feel humiliated and embarrassed
about discussing how you feel. These feelings are normal, but it does help to talk. Try talking
to your parents and friends – they may be more sympathetic than you think. Ask your parents
about their first relationships. The chances are they went through similar experiences.
Don‟t do anything impulsive. It might seem a good idea to go out and get a tattoo or
your nose pierced, but you‟ll probably regret it in a few days. That doesn‟t mean you
shouldn‟t treat yourself: how about buying some new clothes or getting a new hairstyle? Is
there a film you‟ve been wanting to see at the cinema for ages? Not sure whether to go to that
party you‟d been invited to? Go! And if you‟re worried that your ex-boyfriend or girlfriend
might be there, let them see you can have a good time without them. That‟ll make you feel a
lot better!
Sometimes couples who split up get back together and sometimes they don‟t. Don‟t sit
around waiting for your ex to call to say they‟ve made a big mistake and you should start
going out with each other again. The chances are that won‟t happen, but it‟s actually more

likely to come about if you just get on with your life rather than sit at home waiting for the
phone to ring. It may sound corny, but there are plenty more fish in the sea. You will – in
time – find someone new. But don‟t be tempted to rush into another relationship. This is
called going out with someone on the rebound. This kind of relationship rarely works, as
you‟re not together for the right reasons. Give it a little time before you start your next
relationship.
Here‟s one other thing to remember. You‟ve just experienced one of the most traumatic
things that people experience. From now on, things can only get better. Each day, you‟ll feel
slightly less unhappy. In a week, it will be bearable. In a month, you‟ll be able to laugh about
it. In a year, it will all seem ancient history. You‟ve got a lot of life ahead of you – look to
the future and go out and enjoy yourself!
Question 26. According to the writer, heartbroken teenagers often feel that they _______.
A. have wasted their time being in the relationship
B. do not understand why the relationship came to an end
C. are the only person who has experienced this situation
D. should have been more honest about their feelings
Question 27. What does the writer say about a relationship ending?
A. It helps us develop emotionally.
B. It helps us understand that we can all fail.
C. It forces us to stop being childish.
D. It reminds us that relationships are not like tests.
Question 28. A heartbroken teenager might have “feelings of betrayal” when _______.
A. their parents didn‟t want the relationship to succeed
B. they don‟t feel able to talk about their feelings
C. their partner was responsible for the relationship ending
D. Someone they trusted got involved in the relationship
Question 29. What does the word “That” refer to _______.
A. regretting the impulsive behaviour
B. the advice not to do anything impulsive
C. the idea of doing something impulsive

D. treating yourself to something you want
Question 30. How about heartbroken teenagers react if they see their former partner at a
party?
A. They should be concerned about their former partner.
B. They should show they are better off now.
C. They should see what their former partner is doing.
D. They should make it clear that they can survive on their own.
Question 31. A relationship “on the rebound” is one _______.
A. in which you fall in love very quickly
B. which is never successful
C. in which both partners have just finished a relationship
D. which starts too soon after a previous relationship
Question 32. What point is the writer making in the final paragraph?
A. Humans are survivors.
B. We benefit from painful experiences.
C. We forget unpleasant experiences quickly.
D. Time will heal the pain.
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to
indicate the correct word for each of the blanks.
Every time you go online, you leave a trail. This is just like a real footprint. It shows
where you‟ve been, how long you stayed and (33) ________ you‟ve been doing there. Every
time you register for an online service, send an email, download a video or upload a photo,
the information can be accessed and your digital footprint can be (34) ________ . This
shouldn‟t necessarily be (35) ________ but it is advisable to be aware of your digital
footprint and to be cautious and sensible.
Think about the future: All kinds of people are interested in your digital footprint. It‟s
now quite common for colleges, universities and employers to check out the online profiles
of possible candidates as part of their application process. There are cases of people having
missed out on jobs and places in college because their digital footprint didn‟t impress the
recruiters. (36) ________, remember, keep safe, don‟t put too much personal information
online and always think carefully (37) ________ posting something. Ask yourself, “Would I
be happy for absolutely everyone to see this?”

Question 33. A. what

B. when

C. which

D. how

Question 34. A. revealed

B. developed

C. concealed

D. performed

Question 35. A. worried

B. worry

C. worrying

D. to worry

Question 36. A. Consequently

B. Additionally

C. Finally

D. However

Question 37. A. on

B. before

C. at

D. after

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is
CLOSEST in meaning to each of the following questions.
Question 38. Had he not left the tap open while the water was cut off, we wouldn't have
come home to a flooded apartment.
A. If we hadn't come home in time, the whole flat would have been covered in
water, as he had left the tap open when the water was off.
B. Our flat was flooded when we arrived even though he had remembered to close
the tap while the water was cut off.
C. If he had remembered to turn off the tap, the whole building wouldn't have been
flooded.
D. Because he didn't turn the tap off while the water was off, we came home to find
our flat covered in water.
Question 39. My father says that you should treat people how you wish to be treated yourself.
A. If you had listened to my father, you would always treat others with the
consideration you expect from them towards yourself.
B. My father always instructs me to consider how people want to be treated and
behave accordingly.
C. I have always behaved towards people as I wish to be treated myself, because
this is what my father taught me.
D. It's my father's belief that you ought to behave towards other people the way you
want them to behave towards you.
Question 40. “Come on. You should give it a try,” my father said to me.
A. My father insisted on our giving it a try.
B. My father warned me against giving it a try.
C. My father suggested our giving it a try.
D. My father encouraged me to give it a try.

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best
combines each pair of sentences in the following questions.
Question 41. He tried many times. He never succeeded in kicking the ball in to the goal.
A. However hard he tried, he didn‟t succeed in scoring for his team.
B. Although he tried many times, he ever succeeded in his football team.
C. No matter how many times he tried, he didn‟t ever succeed in scoring.
D. Hard as he tried, he has never been successful in footbal career.
Question 42. The government knows the extent of the problem. The government needs to
take action soon.
A. The government knows the extent of the problem so that it needs to take action
soon.
B. The government knows the extent of the problem or else it needs to take action
soon.
C. The government knows the extent of the problem whereas it needs to take action
soon.
D. Knowing the extent of the problem, the government needs to take action soon.
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer
to each of the questions.
Do you think education is better now than it was in your grandparents' time? Many older
people in the UK believe the opposite. “Schools were better in our day,” they complain.
“There isn't enough discipline these days. Kids don't work as hard as we did, either. The
syllabus isn't as challenging, so clever students aren't being stretched enough. They need to
study things in greater depth. Exams are much, much easier now as well.”
Were schools better years ago? Some British teenagers travelled back in time to a 1950s
boarding school. They got a big surprise! The first shock came when the teenagers met their
new teachers. Dressed in traditional black gowns, they look so frosty and uncaring! They
were really authoritarian, too, so anyone caught breaking the rules - talking in classes,
mucking about in the playground or playing truant – was in big trouble! Punishments
included writing 'lines' or staying after class to do detention. The naughtiest kids were
expelled.
Things were just as bad after class. At meal times the students had to endure a diet of
plain, no-nonsense, healthy food. Homework was obligatory and it took ages! Copying
essays off the Internet wasn't an option, as personal computers didn't exist in the 1950s!

At the end of 'term' everyone sat 1950s-style exams. The old exams were much longer
than their twenty-first century equivalents and involved learning huge amounts of facts by
heart. History papers were all dates and battles. Maths papers were trickier, too; calculators
weren't around in the 1950s, so the students had to memorise multiplication tables and master
long division. Our candidates found this really difficult.
The exam results surprised a lot of people. Students predicted to do well in their real-life,
twenty-first century exams often got low grades in the 1950s exams. Does this prove modern
exams are too easy? Do twenty-first century kids rely too much on modern technology, like
calculators and computers?
The TV series of That 'll teach 'em! focused on a 1960s vocational school. UK schoolkids study a range of academic subjects these days. But in the 1960s, children judged to be
less „able' went to vocational schools. These helped them learn job skills. Boys studied
subjects like metalwork, woodwork or gardening. In some classes, they even learned how to
milk goats! The girls' timetables included secretarial skills. They also learned to cook, clean
and sew - probably not much fun for most girls.
Question 43. What criticism is sometimes made about modern education in the first
paragraph?
A. Teachers aren't strict enough.
B. The syllabus is out of date.
C. There's too much stress on exams.
D. The teaching methods are not good enough.
Question 44. The word "authoritarian” in the second paragraph is closest in meaning to ____.
A. inexperienced

B. impolite

C. unreasonable

D. strict

Question 45. Which of the following statements is TRUE about the food the students ate at
school?
A. It wasn't cooked properly.

B. It wasn't delicious.

C. It wasn't nutritious.

D. There wasn't much of it.

Question 46. The word "obligatory” in the third paragraph is closest in meaning to ____.
A. compulsory

B. difficult

C. long

D. complicated

Question 47. According to the passage, how did exams in the 1950s differ from those in the
twenty-first century?
A. They covered more subjects.
B. It took students less time to do them.

C. There was more to remember.
D. They were less difficult.
Question 48. What was surprising about the students' results after taking the 1950s-style
exams?
A. All the students found the exams difficult.
B. Students didn't do as well as expected.
C. Students who were predicted to fail did rather well.
D. Students did better than twenty-first century exams.
Question 49. The word “these” in the last paragraph refers to ____.
A. school-kids

B. subjects

C. series

D. vocational schools

Question 50. Which of the following statements is TRUE according to the passage?
A. Vocational schools provided poorer children with equipment.
B. Vocational schools took children who were good at studying.
C. Vocational schools prepared students for employment.
D. Vocational schools were a complete waste of time.
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